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Programme: Theology (group in English) 
Level of studies: Long-Cycle MA Programme 

Polish Qualifications Framework PRK level: 7 

Programme profile: General academic 

Field of science/arts: Theology 

Discipline/Disciplines i: Theology 

Learning outcomes starting with the cycle: 2022/2023 

 

Learning outcomes for general university courses (foreign language classes, physical education, entrepreneurship, university mission courses) are specified in 
the relevant resolutions of the Senate 

 

Symbol 
of the 

programme 
learning 
outcome 

 

Programme learning outcomes 
 
 
 
 
 

Reference to 
universal  first 

stage 
descriptors – 

PRK levels 6-8ii 

Reference to 
second stage 
descriptors - 

PRK levels 6-8iii 

 
 

Reference to 
second stage 
descriptors - 
PRK levels 6 

and 7 in the field 
of art sciences iv 

 
Reference to 
second stage 
descriptors - 

PRK levels 6 and 
7 for engineering 

qualifications v 

 Knowledge: Graduate knows and understands 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 

T_W01 

extended terminology, selected facts and phenomena, and the relevant 
methods and concepts explaining their interdependencies, being an advanced 
general knowledge in theology 

P7U_W1 P7S_WG1 

  

T_W02 

in basic stage, selected facts and phenomena and the relevant methods and 
concepts explaining their interdependencies, being a basic knowledge in 
philosophy and canon law 

P7U_W1 P7S_WG1 

  

T_W03 

well-structured and theoretically well-established knowledge including key 
and selected issues from the advanced knowledge in the biblical theology, 
fundamental theology, dogmatic theology and other theological disciplines, 
and philosophy, metaphysics, ethics, philosophy of culture and religion, 
epistemology, methodology, logics and history of philosophy 

P7U_W1 P7S_WG1 

  

T_W04 
crucial development trends in the biblical theology, systematic theology and 
practical theology 

P7U_W1 P7S_WG2 
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T_W05 
the teaching of the Catholic Church referring the fundamental debates of the 
contemporary civilization 

P7U_W2 P7S_WK1 

  

T_W06 
in the extended degree, the rules of activities of the Catholic Church and her 
institutions, in particular under the Polish law regulations  P7U_W2 

P7S_WG1 
P7S_WK1 

  

T_W07 

ethical aspects of a theologian’s mission, basic terminology and rules 
referring to copyright and the need of management of the resources of 
intellectual property 

P7U_W1 P7S_WK2 

  

 Skills: a graduate is able to 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 

T_U01 

employ the possessed knowledge in theology, philosophy and canon law, 
ask and solve the complex and unusual questions, and perform the tasks in 
the unpredictable working conditions by 

 a proper selection of the theological sources and the relevant 
information as well as making assessment, critical analysis, 
synthesis and creative interpretation and presentation of the 
information 

 a selection and using of the relevant methods and tools, including 
advanced information and communication technologies 

P7U_U1 P7S_UW1 

  

T_U02 
plan and realize lifetime self-learning and help others plan their self-
development in a religious-moral formation 

P7U_U2 P7S_UU1 
  

T_U03 
discuss theological and philosophical issues with various partners and 
conduct a debate, especially concerning worldviews 

P7U_U3 
P7S_UK1 
P7S_UK2 

  

T_U04 

formulate and analyse research problems, select methods and instruments, 
synthesize various ideas and beliefs by using theological, philosophical 
knowledge and the knowledge on the auxiliary disciplines  

P7U_U1 P7S_UW3 

  

T_U05 

critically analyse and interpret selected cultural creations (especially of the 
Christian culture), employing creative and original assessment of their 
significance and reactions in the historical and cultural processes 

P7U_U1 P7S_UW1 

  

T_U06 
correctly use the normative systems when solving selected problems from 
the ethics, moral theology and canon law 

P7U_U1 P7S_UW3 
  

T_U07 include in the research the sources in basic Latin and Greek P7U_U1 P7S_UK1 
  

T_U08 
lead the teamwork and cooperate with others in the teamwork, including 
taking a role of leader 

P7U_U2 
P7S_UO1 
P7S_UO2 
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 Social competence: a graduate is ready to 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor symbol 

Descriptor 
symbol 

Descriptor symbol 

T_K01 
critical appraisal of acquired knowledge in Theology and the received 
content 

P7U_K2 P7S_KK1 
  

T_K02 
acknowledge significance of the theological knowledge in solving cognitive 
and practical problems and seeking the opinions of experts 

P7U_K1 P7S_KK2 
  

T_K03 

meet the social commitments, inspire and organize actions for the 
environment, especially in the frame of the Catholic Church and in 
accordance with the Catholic social teaching 

P7U_K2 P7S_KO1 

  

T_K04 
 initiate the actions for the common good, especially referring to the poor   
and excluded 

P7U_K2 P7S_KO2 
  

T_K05 
responsibly play the social role of a theologian and maintain its ethos, taking 
into accounts changing social needs 

P7U_K1 P7S_KR1 
  

T_K06 participate in the cultural life in its diverse forms P7U_K2 P7S_KR1 
  

T_K07 
participate in actions for the preservation of the Christian and cultural 
heritage of the region, country and Europe 

P7U_K2 P7S_KR1 
  

 

 

Symbol 
of the 

programme 
learning 
outcome 

 

Programme learning outcomes 
 
 

Biblical specialization 

Reference to 
universal  first 

stage 
descriptors – 

PRK levels 6-8 

Reference to 
second stage 
descriptors - 

PRK levels 6-8 

 
 

Reference to 
second stage 
descriptors - 
PRK levels 6 

and 7 in the field 
of art sciences  

 
Reference to 
second stage 
descriptors - 

PRK levels 6 and 
7 for engineering 

qualifications  

 Knowledge: Graduate knows and understands 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 

TB_W01 
the issues of the theology of the word of God in a well-structured and 
deepened way 

P7U_W1 P7S_WG1 
  

TB_W02 

in a deepened way - historical facts and processes and the relevant methods 
and concepts explaining complex interdependencies, being advanced 
general knowledge of the biblical history 

P7U_W2 
P7S_WG1 
P7S_WG2 

  

TB_W03 
in a well-structured and deepened way – selected products of the material 
culture of the ancient biblical countries 

P7U_W1 P7S_WG1 
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TB_W04 

contemporary development trends in biblical research, and the crucial 
methods of analysis and interpretation of the Bible, relevant for the selected 
traditions, theories and research schools 

P7U_W2 P7S_WG2 

  

TB_W05 
In a general degree - history, lexis, and grammar of the biblical languages: 
Hebrew and Greek 

P7U_W1 P7S_WG1 
  

 Skills: Graduate can 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor 

symbol 

TB_U01 

make critical analysis and interpretation of the selected biblical text, by 
employing deepened theoretical knowledge in the biblical theology and by 
referring to the achievements of other theological disciplines 

P7U_U1 P7S_UW1 

  

TB_U02 
popularize the biblical knowledge, impart it and spread the theological and 
exegetical experience of the biblical reading 

P7U_U3 P7S_UK1 
  

TB_U03 

formulate and express own opinions in important social and worldviews 
questions, based on a well-grounded and scientific examination of the 
biblical message 

P7U_U1 P7S_UW3 

  

TB_U04 
organize activities of the biblical ministry and animate the activities of the 
small biblical circles  

P7U_U2 
P7S_UO1 
P7S_UO2 

  

TB_U05 read and explain basic Hebrew and Greek texts of the Holy Scripture  P7U_U1 P7S_UW1 
  

 Social competence: Graduate is ready to 
Descriptor 

symbol 
Descriptor symbol 

Descriptor 
symbol 

Descriptor symbol 

TB_K01 

recognize the level of own knowledge and skills and the need of self-
development and lifetime learning by the participation in training, 
conferences, and associations for the development of the biblical studies 

P7U_K2 P7S_KK1 

  

TB_K02 
acknowledge significance of the biblical knowledge in solving doctrinal and 
ethical and moral problems and accept a help of the experts when required 

P7U_K1 P7S_KK2 
  

TB_K03 
popularize the knowledge about the Bible and initiate actions for the 
common good by the integration of the academia 

P7U_K3 P7S_KR1 
  

 

iIn the case of programmes assigned to more than one discipline a leading discipline should be indicated. 
 
ii Universal  first stage descriptors for PRK levels 6-8 – Act of 22 December 2015 on the Integrated Qualifications System (Journal of Law of 2016, item 64). 

iii Second stage descriptors for PRK levels 6-8 typical for qualifications awarded by higher education institutions – Regulation of MNiSW of 14 November 2018 r.  - part I. 
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iv Second stage descriptors for PRK levels 6-8 typical for qualifications awarded by higher education institutions in the field of art sciences. – Regulation of MNiSW of 14 

November 2018 r.  - part II. 

v Second stage descriptors for PRK levels 6-8 typical for engineering qualifications awarded by higher education institutions – Regulation of MNiSW of 14 November 2018 r.  

- part III.  


